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Abstract

Summary: Pathway analysis is widely used in genomics and omics research, but the data visualization has been
highly limited in function, pathway coverage and data format. Here, we develop SBGNview a comprehensive R pack-
age to address these needs. By adopting the standard SBGN format, SBGNview greatly extend the coverage of
pathway-based analysis and data visualization to essentially all major pathway databases beyond KEGG, including
5200 reference pathways and over 3000 species. In addition, SBGNview substantially extends or exceeds current
tools (esp. Pathview) in both design and function, including standard input format (SBGN), high-quality output
graphics (SVG format) convenient for both interpretation and further update, and flexible and open-end workflow
for iterative editing and interactive visualization (Highlighter module). In addition to pathway analysis and data visu-
alization, SBGNview provides essential infrastructure for SBGN data manipulation and processing.

Availability and implementation: The data underlying this article are available as part of the SBGNview package is
available on both GitHub and Bioconductor: https://github.com/datapplab/SBGNview, https://bioconductor.org/pack
ages/SBGNview.

Contact: luo_weijun@yahoo.com

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Pathway analysis has become a prevalent analytical approach in
genomics and omics studies. Numerous analysis methods (Khatri
et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2009) and databases (Caspi et al., 2020;
Jassal et al., 2020; Jewison et al., 2014; Kanehisa et al., 2017; Mi
et al., 2017; Rodchenkov et al., 2020) have been developed. But
tools for pathway analysis visualization are sparse, with Pathview
(Luo et al., 2017; Luo and Brouwer, 2013) and Cytoscape (Smoot
et al., 2011) as two representatives. Cytoscape renders pathways as
networks efficiently, which tend to lose the context information and
are hard to interpret. Pathview (Luo et al., 2017; Luo and Brouwer,
2013), a tool we developed previously, can map various biological
data and generate highly interpretable pathway graphs with bio-
logical context (Luo et al., 2018), but only supports KEGG
(Kanehisa et al., 2017) and its pathway data format (KGML).
Major pathway databases like KEGG (Kanehisa and Sato, 2020)
and Reactome (Sidiropoulos et al., 2017) also provide integrated yet
limited functions for data analysis and visualization. Existing data
visualization tools largely focus on individual pathway databases or
small collections (overviewed in Supplementary Table S3). There

has not been a tool for data integration and visualization supporting
pathways cross major databases and standard formats.

Here, we present a new tool set—SBGNview as a systematic so-
lution to this pressing need. SBGNview is built on Systems Biology
Graphical Notation (SBGN) (Le Novere et al., 2009), a set of high
quality, standard graphical languages for representing biological
processes and interactions. SBGN has been widely adopted and sup-
ported by major pathway databases, collections and pathway cur-
ation or editing packages (https://SBGN.github.io/software).
Unfortunately, SBGN pathways so far have limited usage in data in-
tegration and visualization. We developed SBGNview to fill in this
gap. Consequentially, all major pathway databases adopting SBGN
format are now open to pathway analysis and data visualization in a
consistent and robust way, including Reactome (Jassal et al., 2020),
PANTHER (Mi et al., 2017), SMPDB (Jewison et al., 2014),
MetaCyc (Caspi et al., 2020), MetaCrop (Schreiber et al., 2012) and
Pathway Commons (Rodchenkov et al., 2020). This is much broader
and deeper collection of reference pathways than KEGG alone, in
terms of pathway number, categories, resolution and details. In add-
ition to functions in data integration and visualization, SBGNview
provides a comprehensive tool set for SBGN-based pathway
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analysis, as well as SBGN data search, retrieval and processing.
Note, SBGNview includes functions essential for SBGN pathway
analysis, including gene (or compound, molecule) sets extraction, ID
conversion and pathway mapping, but not algorithms or statistical
tests (e.g. GSEA, GAGE, etc.).

2 Main Features

2.1 SBGNview greatly extends the coverage of

pathway-based analysis and data visualization
SBGNview naturally supports all pathway databases and collections
that adopt SBGN standards and its format (SBGN-ML) (Rougny
et al., 2019; van Iersel et al., 2012), and make them accessible for
pathway analysis and data visualization (Table 1 and
Supplementary Table S1). SBGNview provides two tiers of support
for SBGN pathway data. Tier 1, deep and direct support (i.e. dia-
gram optimization and ID mapping) to a core collection of pathway
data from five major pathway databases including Reactome (Jassal
et al., 2020), PANTHER (Mi et al., 2017), SMPDB (Jewison et al.,
2014), MetaCyc (Caspi et al., 2020) and MetaCrop (Schreiber et al.,
2012). These databases together covers 5200 reference pathways
and over 3000 species (Table 1). This is a much broader and deeper
collection of reference pathways than KEGG alone, especially in the
domains of major research species, crops, small molecules and meta-
bolic pathways. For example, Reactome alone covers 1746 reference
pathways (versus 430 in KEGG, hence broader overall), MetaCyc
covers 2518 metabolic pathways (versus 91 in KEGG, hence deeper
in this domain) (Table 1). In addition to the 3000 species from the
original databases, SBGNview can also map reference pathways to
6190 KEGG species via KEGG Orthology (Kanehisa et al., 2016).
SBGNview provides diagram optimization and ID mapping on these
pathway databases. In other words, we have prepared a full collec-
tion of high-quality SBGN pathways from these databases, which
can be directly used in data analysis. The original heterogeneous
pathway diagrams have been consistently and extensively modified
in graph layout, format, space usage and multi-level details (Fig. 1
versus Supplementary Fig. S2). These changes are essential for data
visualization, analysis and comparison. In addition, glyph IDs of the
original SBGN-ML files are largely databases specific, not common
molecule IDs. We generated ID mapping between SBGN-ML glyph
IDs and common molecule IDs, so that omics or molecular data can
be easily mapped to these pathways. To be specific, we downloaded
source mapping between glyph ID to the primary external IDs
(UniProt, Entrez or ChEBI, etc.) from the source databases, which
were then be mapped to �20 other common IDs using Pathview’s
mapping functions (details in SBGNview & Pathview package docu-
mentation). Tier 2, generic support to all other pathway databases,
collections and users’ custom pathway data in SBGN format
(Supplementary Table S1). These data can be used in SBGNview, ex-
cept diagrams may not be optimized for data visualization, and users
need to provide ID mapping or make sure the glyph IDs are com-
monly used molecule IDs. Note the collection of pathways in data-
bases with Tier 1 support is extensive, and should cover most of the
user needs in pathway analysis and data visualization.

2.2 SBGNview extends the architecture and workflow of

Pathview with numerous unique features
SBGNview has a similar design as the Pathview package (Luo and
Brouwer, 2013) in four functional modules: Downloader, Parser,
Mapper and Viewer (Supplementary Fig. S1). These modules are not
only integral components of SBGNview, but they are also useful for
SBGN data input/output, processing, parsing and rendering in gen-
eral. In addition to these Pathview-like modules, SBGNview work-
flow has a unique part, the Highlighter module. Highlighter
provides a post-rendering modification mechanism, which can high-
light or modify any part (s) of the initial rendering of the SBGN
graph (SBGNview object in Supplementary Fig. S1), including any
subsets of nodes, arcs, paths and their attributes specified by the
user (Fig. 1A–C and Supplementary Fig. S3). SBGNview README
(https://github.com/datapplab/SBGNview) showcases the usage of
the Higlighter functions, with details in the function documentation
and main vignette. The updated rendering (SBGNview object) can
be further modified by Highlighter iteratively, and can also be re-fed
into Viewer for updated graphics output (Supplementary Fig. S1), or
saved in RData or SVG formats for external tools. In other words,
the Highlighter makes SBGNview workflow an open-ended process,
suitable for iterative editing/updating and interactive visualization.

SBGNview also differs from Pathview (Luo and Brouwer, 2013)
in both input and output. For input pathway data, SBGNview sup-
ports the standard SBGN format adopted by multiple major data-
bases, while Pathview supports KGML used only by KEGG
(Supplementary Table S2). Pathview has two discrete output styles,
KEGG view and Graphviz view. The former is a raster image with
all context information (tissue/cell types, etc.) labeled by KEGG cur-
ator. The latter is a vector image with no context information.
SBGNview has one unified output style (with different file formats,
i.e. SVG, PDF, PNG and PS), a high-resolution vector image with
comprehensive meta-data and context information defined with
SBGN-ML. Even more importantly, the primary output format
SVG, as XML-based graphics, can be automatic or manual updated
by editing the XML source.

2.3 SBGNview provides a comprehensive tool set for

SBGN pathway analysis, data processing and

visualization
SBGNview integrates three primary functions in working with
SBGN pathways: data visualization, data integration and pathway
analysis workflow. For Data visualization, SBGNview offers exten-
sive graphics control on all elements (glyphs, complex, compart-
ments, arcs, reactions, processes, text, etc.) and their attributes (line
type, width, shape, strike, fill, color, labels, size, position, even mar-
gins, etc.) in the pathway diagrams. The Highlighter module in
SBGNview provides extra mechanism of graphics control, targeting
specific graphic attributes of selected sets, subsets or classes of path-
way components (proteins/enzymes, interactions, reactions, proc-
esses) or graph elements (glyphs, arcs and paths) (Supplementary
Fig. S3). This is especially useful for sub-pathway level analysis,
visualization and interpretation. For data integration, by connecting
to Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004) and KEGG (Kanehisa
et al., 2017) annotation resources, SBGNview can map, integrate

Table 1. SBGN pathway databases directly supported by SBGNview (Tier 1 support)

Database SBGN data Pathwaysa Species Description

Reactome Pathway Commons 1746 16 Pathway database for major research species

SMPDB Pathway Commons 725 1 Human small molecule pathways

PANTHER Pathway Commons 149 132 Signaling pathways of multiple species

MetaCyc MetaCyc 2518 2980 Metabolic pathways from all domains of life

MetaCrop MetaCrop 62 9 Crop metabolism pathways

KEGGb KEGG 430 6190 Pathway database for most sequenced species

aOrtholog pathways across multiple species counted as the same pathway, similar to reference pathway in KEGG.
bKEGG statistics for comparison. All data were collected in 2020.
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and render a large variety of biological data on SBGN pathways,
including any data that can be mapped to gene (genomes, metage-
nomes, transcripts, proteins) or compound (metabolites, drugs,
small molecules) IDs. It supports most common gene or compound
ID types, thousands of reference pathways and species (Table 1).
Like Pathview, SBGNview can be easily integrated with a wide var-
iety of existing tools (in R or portable in R) for omics data analysis
and pathway analysis. In one package vignette, we demonstrated a
complete pathway analysis workflow using GAGE (Luo et al.,
2009) þ SBGNview. In Supplementary Note S2, we showcased
SBGNview’s functions in pathway analysis and data visualization
using an example analysis of microarray data.

SBGNview also provides general infrastructure for SBGN path-
way data processing. KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2017) hosts a cen-
tralized REST API for pathway data search, retrieval, extraction
and downloading. Pathview takes the advantage of the KEGG API
for these tasks. Unfortunately, there has been no such facility for
SBGN pathway data largely because the data come from many het-
erogeneous sources. SBGNview fills in this gap as the first tool
focusing on SBGN pathway-based data analysis. The five function-
al modules of SBGNview are generally useful for SBGN pathway
data processing hence an important infrastructure. In addition, we
provide a high-quality collection of SBGN pathway data with
open access via GitHub (SBGNhub: https://github.com/datapplab/
SBGNhub). We also provide functions, data and supportive pack-
age (SBGNview.data: https://github.com/datapplab/SBGNview.
data) for SBGN pathway search, retrieval, data mapping and ex-
traction. For pathway analysis, SBGNview has functions for path-
way gene/molecule sets extraction, ID conversion and searching
(but not testing algorithms), as shown in Supplementary Note S2
and in package vignettes.

3 Conclusion

SBGNview maps, integrates and renders a wide range of biological
data to SBGN pathways. By adopting the standard SBGN format,
SBGNview greatly extends the coverage of pathway-based analysis
and data visualization to essentially all major pathways beyond
KEGG. SBGNview extends the proven design of Pathview with mul-
tiple unique features, including standard and widely supported input

and output formats, high-resolution graphics accessible to both ma-

chine and human, and flexible, iterative and open-ended workflow.
While Pathview primarily focuses on data visualization, SBGNview
provides a complete workflow and comprehensive tool set for

SBGN-based pathway analysis, data visualization and processing.
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